








































































































 

 

September 26, 2016 

 

Israel Martinez  

Policy Analyst 

Government Affairs 

Council of the City of New York 

 

RE: Int. No. 529-A, Int. No. 713-A, and Int. No. 950 

 

Dear New York City Council, 

 

My name is Josef Szende and I am the Executive Director of the Atlantic Avenue Business 

Improvement District. The mission statement of our organization is as follows: "Representing 

over 300 businesses in Brooklyn’s vibrant Brooklyn Heights, Boerum Hill and Cobble Hill 

neighborhoods, the Atlantic Avenue Business Improvement District (AABID) is dedicated to 

promoting the Avenue’s long-term economic development thereby creating a thriving boulevard 

that attracts both residents and visitors to its vast array of services, shops and dining, while 

preserving the Avenue’s rich history and diverse character."  

 

The businesses of the Atlantic Avenue BID in Brooklyn are benefiting from the tourism 

economy of New York City to the greatest extent within living memory. They understand 

concerns about the need to regulate the tour bus industry for the safety and security of all New 

Yorkers. That said, the economic future of many small businesses in Brooklyn depends on tourist 

spending supplementing the income businesses are earning from locals. The retail and restaurant 

business environment in the City is quite challenging and we encourage the Council to include 

ways of encouraging tour bus growth in parts of Brooklyn that are interested in it concurrently 

with any measures intended to improve the safety and security of New Yorkers. Particularly in 

off-seasons such as the summer months of July and August, tourists that often come on tour 

buses are a lifeline keeping businesses afloat that may otherwise sink. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Josef Szende 

Executive Director 

 

 

 

 

  



NEW YORK CITY COUNCIL 

COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION 

PUBLIC HEARING 9/26/16 

 

T2016-4983 OVERSIGHT: How Can NYC Better Regulate the Sightseeing Bus Industry 

 

TESTIMONY  as given by: 

ELIOT NILES 

BROOKLYN ATTITUDE   

( NYC tour design and guiding service) 

(member Brooklyn Chamber and Tourism Council) 

 

 

 

The proposed plans by City Council to regulate the sightseeing bus industry in New York City 

will result in significant loss of tourism revenue, especially in boroughs outside Manhattan, 

without solving current issues of public safety and traffic congestion.  I urge the Council to 

consider the following before moving forward. 

A-  SIGHT-SEEING BUSSES AND CHARTER BUSSES 

 D.O.T.  Definitions and Regulations  contain sections that contradict other sections, and 

contradict current signage, and impede the smooth flow of tour busses in our city.  They are too 

numerous to mention in this testimony, and require separate and careful study.  The following  

however, require immediate attention, as regard your proposals. 

 1-  Section 4-01 Sightseeing Bus: " ...shall mean a bus for hire carrying passengers from 

a fixed point in the City of New York, at which point the passengers embark and are generally 

discharged to a place or places of interest.....and including a charter bus, as defined in these 

rules, when engaged in a sight -seeing operation."   Hundreds of charter busses arriving from 

distant points arrive in our city every day.  Local charter bus companies operate  hundreds of 

busses also.  They all begin their tours from  'a fixed point' in the city.  Double-Decker sight-

seeing busses and Charter  Group sight-seeing busses (senior groups, school groups, 

corporate groups, foreign groups, etc.) must have a separate and distinct designation, with a 

separate set of rules. 

  

B- TRAFFIC FLOW AND SAFETY 

 Tour busses have become a target for the bottlenecks and congestion .While charter 

busses and double-decker busses have contributed somewhat to congestion and safety 

hazards, they are not the primary cause of either.  They are simply the biggest target. 

 1- Traffic Flow:  In the last 4 years, New York City has reduced speed limits from 30mph 

to 25 mph.  Several thousand private taxis--Uber, and others-- have entered the streets during 

peak hours.  We have added numerous pedestrian malls where traffic lanes used to operate, 



and added 1,000 miles of bike lanes.  Additionally, an explosion of tourist pedestrians on our 

sidewalks, crossing busy intersections, often disregarding traffic signals, have impeded the 

ability of all vehicles to make turns onto and out of major avenues.  I suggest that even a few 

minutes of observing intersections at Fifth Avenue/49th Street,  Sixth Avenue--Eighth 

Avenue/42nd Street, Broadway/Canal Street, will provide evidence.  I advise the Council to 

support dedicated signals for turns, flow traffic, and pedestrian walk signs. 

 2- Safety: Please note D.O.T. rule:  Section 4-08: No Standing Bus Stop: "the 

operator of a vehicle may temporarily stand therein for the purpose of expeditiously receiving 

and discharging passengers provided such standing does not interfere with any bus about to 

enter or leave such zone."   

  Charter busses, Double Decker busses, commuter busses, and MTA busses are often 

all forced to drop off in a single bus stop.  To make matters worse,  all too often, official bus 

layover and pick-up stops are taken by illegally parked cars, vans, etc.  The result is that 

passengers are often forced to debark into traffic, or bike lanes.  Until tour busses have 

appropriate, and sufficient bus stops, they will continue to stop double file on city streets.  There 

are creative and revenue generating solutions to these issues, and I would be happy to discuss 

them another time. 

 

 

C INT. #950 

 1- Section 1a:  "shall issue a license to the owner of a sightseeing bus or horse drawn 

cab ...." A  45 foot motorized vehicle carriage 50+ passengers over hundreds of miles of city 

streets in five boroughs has no relation to a horse carriage walking through Central Park.  Any 

mutual license or identification of a horse drawn carriage and tour bus, even the most incidental, 

can, and probably will lead to interpretive misuse in the future.  As cumbersome as it may be, 

we need separate licenses that reflect the responsibilities of each. 

 2- Section 1b: "the number of active license plates is less than 225."  This rule will 

drastically reduce tourism revenue in the city--especially outside Manhattan.  Whereas some 

popular Manhattan neighborhoods  feel overwhelmed by rolling tour busses, many other 

neighborhoods, especially economically disadvantaged and newly rising communities, are  

craving for these busses.  Until recently, taxicabs stayed in the center of Manhattan--because 

that was the most lucrative-- tour bus companies will  limit their itineraries and stops--to the 

popular neighborhoods.  Additionally, limiting the number will discourage the entrance of new 

companies with new strategies, put a cap on  jobs for drivers, guides, and office staff. 

   Charter tour busses must not be included in this number.   

 

D INT # 713-A 

 1-Section 1d: Submitting Operating Plans for Designated Stops: 

 

 

 

 

 



It also, arbitrarily, links  license rules for tour busses--which travel all around the city, with horse 

drawn carriages  [Int 950 section 1a]. have a far greater negative impact on .  The current plan 

does not recognize that charter coaches, double decker busses, local coaches, and out of town 

coaches require different rules. 

As outlined the proposals  effectively: 

 reduce millions of dollars of tourism revenue to the city, and: 

 remove hundreds of legal charter tour busses from city streets [Int. 950 sec 1b]: 

preventing school groups, senior groups, corporate trade conventions, and out of town 

groups to tour the city; render impossible   for these groups to plan : shop, eat in 

restaurants, visit attractions together 

 require Tour Operators to submit itinerary requests 45 days in advance [Int 713-A 

section 1] to Charter Coach companies, who must then file applications.  This will 

potentially lead to hundreds of application filings each day. 

 turn bus tourism and revenue into a monopoly of the few 

 steal  well paying tourism jobs from hundreds of currently D.O.C.  licensed tour guides  

and drivers, and force them into lower wage jobs 

 be difficult  to enforce: already, D.O.C. does not enforce its own guide license. 

A fair, effective policy to regulate tourism must recognize that tourism in New York City is as 

broad and complex as the city itself.  Double Decker busses require different rules and benefits 

than charter coaches.  Charter coach tours are inherently more diverse, and involve more 

players in the game.  Foreign groups have different needs than local groups, etc. 

Current D.O.T. rules regarding tour busses are out dated, ambiguous to the bus driver, and 

often contradict its own traffic signage on the streets. I believe, and I can demonstrate, how we 

can increase coach tourism, increase tour bus drop-off stops, while reducing traffic congestion, 

make city streets safer, and offer greater opportunities and revenue for both the city and local 

businesses. 

 

eliot niles 

brooklyn attitude 




















